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Introduction
This paper has proved to be a good discriminator with a couple of quite testing questions.
Many candidates were able to demonstrate a good theoretical understanding, backed up
by good use of example, often taken from wider reading rather than the paper itself. Other
candidates found some concepts such as exchange rates, exports and imports difficult to
apply, particularly in question 2. Other answers were rather tangled and at times it was not
always clear just what candidates meant. Phrases such as ‘exporting from’ and ‘importing
to’ only added to the uncertainty.
Some candidates weakened their responses by failing to apply the terms and theory they
had been taught, using generalities and non-specialist language. This does not convince
examiners that answers deserve high reward. For example, forecasting that PPR would “gain
a lot of money”, or that “the future looks rosy” is unlikely to gain marks for analysis.
The main reasons for otherwise able candidates underachieving are the usual ones of not
heeding command words and not reading the questions carefully enough. Command words
are still being ignored by a sizeable number. Instructions to ‘Assess’ and ‘Evaluate’ were not
followed by some candidates.
Significant numbers of candidates missed out on marks because they did not answer the
question that was set. This was particularly the case with questions 7 and 8. Very few
candidates failed to finish all the questions.
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Question 1
This was generally well answered, with candidates usually using the protecting domestic/
infant industries and tax raising arguments. A significant number stated that high tariffs
were a deliberate ploy to encourage more FDI. This is a consequence of high tariffs but
not a reason for them; evidence B clearly explained that the Brazilian government was
concerned over the amount of Chinese FDI and Chinese companies setting up in Brazil.

Examiner Comments

This is a detailed response giving two good
reasons, it also gives a third in passing (raising
tax revenue) but we are only concerned with the
main two as per the question. These two reasons
are then applied in context and the consequences
given thus gaining all 6 marks.
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Examiner Tip

For each reason we are looking for an
identification of a reason (knowledge 1 mark),
then showing how that reason might apply to
Brazil (application 1 mark) and then developing
that reason by perhaps explaining the
consequences (Analysis 1 mark).

Examiner Comments

This response has two valid reasons and valid analysis but has
no context; it could be about any country and its imports and so
does not get the application marks. It received 4 marks in total.

Examiner Tip

Always try to bring in some context to get the application
marks. The stimulus material will help if you are stuck.
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Question 2
This proved to be a testing question for many candidates with some failing to achieve any
marks. Many did not get beyond a basic statement that all exporters were doomed or that
cheap imports meant that all Brazilian businesses would cease to exist. Misconceptions
abounded, with many claiming that exporters would get more revenue for their goods.
However, there were a pleasing number of very good and perceptive responses, which
applied the context well by pointing out that even though exports were increasing in price,
Chinese demand was relatively price inelastic and unlikely to reduce by much. Others looked
at the possible benefits for importers who were either re-selling or using raw materials in
production.
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Examiner Comments

A reasonable response, two effects are identified gaining 2 knowledge marks. The
results/consequences are then discussed for 2 analysis marks and in both cases
there is further development to gain the remaining 2 analysis marks. There is no
application, just repeating Brazil and Real which are in the question so does not
count as context. This response gained 6 marks in total.

Examiner Tip

This candidate could have gained the 2 application
marks by referring to the rise in imports of 24% and
the increasing demand for its exports - both of which
are mentioned in the evidence.
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Question 3
Many candidates were able to apply the context of Brazil to the issue of specialisation
in commodities, contrasting the short term boost to Brazil’s economy with possible long
term problems of exploiting non-sustainable resources or price fluctuations. Some failed
to evaluate the question and saw it in either a positive light or as all bad news for Brazil.
Others had a rather simplistic understanding of specialisation and saw it in terms of workers
in a factory rather than the wider context of Brazil and its reliance on commodities.

Question 4
A well answered question with most candidates scoring well. The pros and cons of
increasing amounts of Chinese FDI on the Brazilian economy were usually well covered.
Some candidates inevitably produced a generic answer without applying the context of the
question but more able candidates were able to use either the case evidence or their own
knowledge and so reached the higher marks.
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Examiner Comments

A good response with clear arguments that gained 10 marks.
It makes good use of the evidence to give context to both the
analysis and evaluation.

Examiner Tip

Always use the conditional when analysing and
evaluating, use words such as 'may' and 'could' rather
than 'will'.
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Question 5
A large number of students were able to come up with basic reasons for PPR expansion and
then give an analysis as to how this might benefit the company. A reasonable number of
students were able to use the case study in at least one of the reasons to help contextualise
their point. However, some students were not able to use the context to answer the
question and missed out on these marks through poor application.

Examiner Comments

A good response that gets all 6 marks
and makes good use of the evidence for
application.
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Question 6
A surprisingly poorly answered question with many responses failing to understand the
nature of a niche market let alone a global niche market. Too many candidates offered
general benefits that could have applied equally well to a mass market and so failed to gain
any credit. Better responses examined the peculiar nature of niche markets, focusing on
specialisation and lack of direct competition, premium pricing and the special relationship
with consumers and were able to set these in a global context and relate them to PPR.

Examiner Comments

Clear understanding of a niche market which is developed into
an awareness of a global niche market. It does lack any application to give it context and therefore only gained 4 marks.
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Question 7
Most students were able to respond to this question and explain why brand names were
important to PPR when trading internationally. Most managed to use some specific examples
taken from the text and emphasised the nature of the products that PPR sold and why brand
names mattered. They were less successful in evaluating the importance; fewer candidates
were able to look at other factors such as the marketing mix or consider other businesses
besides PPR.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

This is a reasonable explanation of
the importance of brand names to
PPR and uses the evidence to give it
context. It only reaches Level 3 and 5
marks because it has no evaluation.
Without evaluation Level 4 cannot be
reached.
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The most common reason for otherwise able
candidates failing to reach their full potential is
ignoring command words. In this unit 'Assess'
and 'Evaluate' are a signal to make a judgement
and evaluate. It may consist of looking at the
pros and cons of a situation, or commenting
on the likelihood or extent of something, or
recommending one course of action over
another. In this paper evaluation is found in
questions 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9.

Question 8
Perhaps the poorest answered levels of response question, with a small but significant
number of students failing to relate contextual issues on ethical trading to a real business
context. Many students just saw the word ‘ethical’ and produced a generic answer without
considering the remainder of the question which requires an evaluation of its importance in
achieving international success.

Examiner Comments

A response that lacks context
and only evaluates an ethical
policy rather than answering the
question fully and only gets 5
marks.

Examiner Tip

Context is particularly important in this paper and indeed all
the papers linked to this one. Context means using the setting
of the question in your answer, in this case it means talking
about an ethical image (or lack of one). This candidate would
have improved their answer by, for example, saying something
about a business such as Green & Black’s or The Body Shop
and relating their products to consumer’s concerns for fair
trade and the environment and showing how that has been
successful.
A good way of thinking about context is to try using another
company’s name (eg Shell) instead of Green & Black’s in the
answer. If it still makes sense then there is no context, if it
changes then there is context.
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Examiner Comments

A much better answer that uses the evidence
and own knowledge to provide context to both
analysis and evaluation to reach Level 4 and 9
marks.

Examiner Tip

It is always a good idea to include a conclusion in your
longer responses, particularly for questions 4 and 9. A
conclusion can lift your answer to the higher levels. Try
to reach an overall judgement on your arguments rather
than just repeating what you have already said.
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Question 9
Most students managed to analyse some aspect of the effects of China’s growing wealth
on UK businesses. However, many students did not appear to read the question carefully
and saw it as a chance to write a pre-prepared essay on how UK businesses could take
advantage of cheap labour costs. The question should have led them to understand that
this was no longer a given. In fact, growing wealth tends to go hand in hand with increasing
wage rates and higher costs of production and the more perceptive students pointed this out
as an impact on UK businesses off-shoring production to China. Better responses also used
the context provided to identify that with wealth comes the want for niche market goods.
Most students also managed to gain credit for an evaluation of the problems. Some
students didn't read the question carefully enough with regards to the context and used
business examples that clearly were not UK such as McDonalds and Coca-Cola. Other
students misread the question and emphasised the benefits of wealth for China rather
than for UK businesses. Only a small proportion of students were able to access the top
range of marks to look at the potential benefits and risks on UK businesses. Some of
these students perceptively evaluated that China’s wealth may also set in motion a switch
from manufacturing to the services sector and the potential problems this might cause UK
businesses.
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Examiner Comments

A largely generic and general answer with very limited context
that just gets in to Level 4 and gained 8 marks.
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Examiner Comments

Right from the start this answer uses context effectively. The arguments are clear
and concise with several perceptive points
being made. A high level 4 response this
gained 14 marks.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

Do read the question carefully and answer the question that is set

•

Do watch out for command words such as Assess or Evaluate

•

Do use examples to illustrate your argument

•

Do use the language of the subject and avoid generalities

•

Do watch your timing and do not spend too long on one question

•

Do write concisely

•

Do add a conclusion to the longer questions
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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